
BJII1JIHIIe pa3MepOB aMepIIKaHCKlIX KOMrraHIIM

II IIX rrOJIO)l(eHIDI Ha MIIpOBOM pbIHKe
u

Ha B3aIIMOCB5I3b Me)l()l;y CTOIIMOCTbIO aKIJ;IIII

II 06MeHHbIM KYpCOM
AHHA BbIfO.ll:MHA

CAYUlameAb OOKmOpaHmypbl
YHU6epCUmem He6pacKu, )JUHKOAbH, rjJaKyAbmem rjJUHaHC06

Pa60Ta nOCBHru;eHa HCCJIe,L\OBaHIDIM npWIHHHOH CBH3H no

f'paH,L\)Kepy Me)[(,LIy CTOHMOCThIO aKIJ;HH H 06MeHHhiM KYPCOM

KpynHhlX H He60JIhlllHX aMepHKElHCKHX KOMnaHHH 3a nepHO,L\

1985 - 1998 IT.

Y'IHThIBaH pa3MephI H 3Ha'IeHHe aMepHKaHCKoH 3KOHOMH-

KH, ,L\oJIJIapa H BaJIIOTHOH nOJIHTHKH ClllA H HX BJIIDlHHe Ha

Ml1pOBYIO 3KOHOMHKy, ,L\aHHaH pa60Ta cKoHQeHTpHpOBaHa Ha

H3yqeHHH aMepHKaHcKHX phIHKOB.

Pa3Mephl aMepHKaHcKoH 3KOHOMHKH H POJIh ,L\oJIJIapa KaK

rnaBHoH pe3epBHoH BaJIIOThl H Cpe,L\CTBa 06MeHa,L\JIH Me)[(,Lly-

Hap0,L\HhIX C,L\eJIOKC03,L\aIOT npe,L\nOChillKH,L\JIH CllJIhHOrO BJIH-

HHIDI aMepHKaHCKOH BaJIIOTHOH nOJIHTHKH Ha OCTaJIhHOH MHp

H, B 'IaCTHOCTH, Ha 06MeHHhiH KypC ,L\oJIJIapa.

Bonpoc 0 npHpo,L\e B3aHMOCBH3H Me)[(,LIy CTOHMOCThIO aK-

IUlli H 06MeHHhIM KypCOM OCTaeTCH OTKphlThlM B aKa,LIeMH-

'IeCKHX HCCJIe,L\OBaHIDIX. )J;aHHhle no phlHKY QeHHhIX 6YMar H

06MeHHoMy KYPcy YKa3hIBaIOT Ha TO, 'IT<:) CHTYalUUl MeHHeTCH

OT nOJIO)l(JffeJIhHOH K OTPHl~aTeJIhHoH. flepHO,L\hl nOBopOTa

COOTBeTCTBYIOT OCHOBHhIM H3MeHeHHHM B nOJIHTHKe <1>e,L\epaJIh-

HOH pe3epBHOH CHCTeMhl ClllA H nOKa3hmaIOT CllJIhHOe BJIIDI-

HHe 3KOHOMHKH CIlIA Ha MHpoBhle phIHKH.

Pe3YJIhTaThi pa60Thi CBH,LIeTeJIhCTBYIOT 0 HaJIWIHH npH'IHH-

HOH CBH3H no f'paH,L\)Kepy B OTHOllleHHH H3MeHeHHH CTOHMO-

CTH a~HH KpynHhlX <pHpM B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT 06MeHHoro

KYPca, HO He 0TPIDKaIOT nplfqlfHHOH 3aBHCHMOCTH 06MeHHoro

KYPca OT CTOHMOCTH a~HH. KpoMe roro, pe3YJIhTaThi rOBOpHT

B nOJIh3Y OpHeHTHpOBaHHOH Ha «aI<I~HH» MO,L\eJIH, no KOTOpOH

H3MeHeHlfJl B 3KOHOMWIeCKOH ,L\eHTeJIhHOCTH aMepHKaHCKHX

KOMnaHHH Be,L\YT K KOJIe6aHIDIM MeCTHOH BaJIIOThl H, CJIe,L\OBa-

TeJIhHO, K H3MeHeHHIO 06MeHHoro Kypca. IIo,L\TBep)[(,LIaIOTCH

TalOKe BhIBO,L\hl 0 TOM, 'ITO rn06aJIhHaH HHTerpaQIDI Morna 6hl

6hITh orpaHH'IeHa KpynHhlMH MHorOHaQHOHaJIhHhlMH Kopno-

pal.(IDlMH.

IIpe,L\BapHTeJIhHhle BhIBO,L\hl nOKa3hIBaIOT, 'ITO npHp0,L\a CO-

OTHOllleHHH Me)[(,LIy CTOHMOCThIO aKIJ;HH H 06MeHHhIM KypCOM

nOCTOHHHO MeHHeTCH. KpoMe Toro, YCTaHOBJIeHa 3aBHCHMOCTh

CTOHMOCTH aKQHH H 06MeHHoro Kypca OT O,L\HHX H Tex )Ke

MaKp03KOHOMWIeCKHX H3MeHHeMhIX BeJIH'IHH, BKJIIO'Ia51 npo-

QeHTHhle CTaBKH, ypOBeHh HH<PJIHQHH, BaJIIOTHYIO nOJIHTHKy

<1>e,L\epaJIhHOH pe3epBHOH CHCTeMhl, H C,L\eJIaH BhIBO,L\ 0 CHJIh-

HOM BJIIDIHHH H3MeHeHIDI B nOJIHTHKe <1>e,L\epaJIhHOH pe3epB-

HOH CHCTeMhI CIlIA Ha npHpO,L\y COOTHOllleHIDI cmOUMocmb
aKlIUU - 06MeHHbiU KJ1pc, H 'ITO CJIe.L\YeT np0,L\OJI)l(Jffh HCCJIe-

,L\OBaHIDI B ,L\aHHOM HanpaBJIeHHH. CB513h Me)[(,LIy H3MeHeHIDI-

MH B CTOHMOCTH a~ H 06MeHHoro KYPca B CIlIA HrpaeT

6oJIhlII)'IO POJIh He TOJIhKO ,L\JIHaMepHKaHCKHX KOMnaHHH, HO

H B rn06aJIhHOM MaCIIITa6e, TaK KaK CIlIA HMeIOT orpOMHoe

BJIH5lHHe Ha 3KOHOMWIecKYIO ,L\eHTeJIhHOCTh 3a npe,L\eJIaMH CBO-

eH CTPaHhI. )J;aeTCH aHaJIH3 BJIIDIHIDI rn06aJIH3aQHH Ha PhIHOK

QeHHhlX 6YMar.

)J;aHHaH pa60Ta paCCMaTPHBaeT nOJIO)KHTeJIhHhIH nepHO,L\

(c 1995 no 1998 r.) COOTHOllleHHH Me)[(,LIy 06MeHHhIM KYP-

COM H CTOHMOCThIO aKQHH, KOTophle peryJIHpyIOTCH pa3Me-

paMH KOMnaHHH H HX BhIXO,L\OM Ha Me)[(,LIyHapO,L\HhIH Phl-

HOK. B TO )Ke BpeMH CTaTHCTH'IeCKH He OTpIDKeHO 3Ha'IH-

TeJIhHOe BJIHHHHe H3MeHeHHH B CTOHMOCTH aKQHH He60JIh-

IIIHX <pHpM Ha 06MeHHhiH KypC. 3TH BhIBO,L\hl (HaJIH'IHe npH-

'IHHHOH CBH3H no f'pHH,L\)Kepy Me)[(,LIy H3MeHeHIDIMH HH,L\eK-

ca )J;oy )J;)KOHCa H 06MeHHhIM KypCOM H HaJIH'IHe CHJIhHOH

npH'IHHHOH CB513H TOJIhKO ,L\JIH KpynHhlx KOMnaHHH) no,L\-

,L\ep)KHBaIOT MO,L\eJIh, opHeHTHpoBaHHyIO Ha «aKQHH», no

KOTOpOH H3MeHeHIDI B 3KOHOMWIeCKOH ,L\eHTeJIhHOCTH CIlIA,

nO,L\TBep)[(,LIeHHOH .uoxo.uaMH no aKQHHM, Be.uyT K cnpocy

Ha MecTHyIO BamoTy H, CJIe.uOBaTeJIhHO, K H3MeHeHHHM 06-

MeHHoro Kypca.

Pe3YJIhTaThI HHTepeCHhI TalOKe TeM, 'ITO OHH YKa3hIBaIOT Ha

TOT <paKT, qrO rn06aJIhHaH HHTerpalUUl Morna 6hl 6hlTh orpaHH-

'IeHa rnaBHhlM 06pa30M KpynHhIMH MYJIhTHHaQHoHaJIhHhlMH

KOMnaHIDIMH. IIoCKOJIhKY 60JIhlllHHCTBO npe,L\hl.LlYlllHX HCCJIe-

,L\OBaHHH paccMaTpHBaJIO HH,L\eKChl no aKQIDIM, KOTophle npH-

BJIeKaIOT caMhlX KpYIlHhlX aMepHKaHcKHx H MHpOBhIX HrpO-

KOB Ha phIHKax QeHHhIX 6YMar, ypoBeHh rn06aJIhHOH HHTerpa-

QHH TaKHX PhIHKOB H nOCJIe.uCTBIDI ee MornH 6hl 6hITh npO.uHK-

TOBaHhI <pHHaHcoBhIM 3.u0poBheM KpynHhlX KOMnaHHH. IIpe.u-

BapHTeJIhHhle pe3YJIhTarhi YKa3hIBaIOT TaIOKe Ha Ba)KHOCTh no-

JIHTHKH <1>e.uepaJIhHOH pe3epBHoH CHCTeMhl CllJA B MHpOBOH

HHTerpaQHH.

B pa60Te npe,L\CTaBJIeHhI 60JIee cOBpeMeHHhIe .uaHHhle, qeM

B rrpe.uhl.uymHx HCCJIe.uOBaHM51X (Ajayi, Friedman, and

Mehdian, 1998).
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The question of the nature of the relationship between stock prices and exchange
rates remains unsettled in the academic research. The data for the US stock market
and exchange rate suggest that the sing of the relation changes over time from
positive to negative. Periods of turning points correspond to the major changes in
the US Federal Reserve Policy indicating a strong influence of US economy on the
world markets. The causality relation in Granger sense between exchange rate and
stock prices controlling for the firms' size for the US over a period 1985 - 1998size
is·investigated in this paper. The results indicate the existence of Granger causality
from large-cap firms' stock price changes to the exchange rate, but no Granger
causality relation for the small-cap firms. The results support the "stock" oriented
models, where changes in domestic economic activities lead to changes in demand
for local currency, and hence, changes in exchange rates. The results also support
previous findings that global integration might be confined to the large multinational
corporations.

Introduction
Theory points to an existence of the relationship between

stock prices and exchange rates, a number of researches
have been published on this topic, and the same variables,
such as interest rates, inflation and monetary policy, have
been identified that influence both stock prices and exchange
rates. Nevertheless, the empirical studies of the relationship
are inconclusive. On one hand, theory suggests and research
has found a positive relationship between exchange rates and
stock prices, on the other hand some empirical research re-
ports existence of negative relationship.

There is a wide spectrum of variations in studies of the
exchange rate - stock prices relation that try to capture
possible explanations for the contradicting evidence. Ajayi
and Mougoue (1996), for example, report that an increase
in aggregate domestic stock price has a negative short-run
effect on domestic currency value and positive long run
effect and currency depreciation has a negative both short-
and long-run effect on the stock market. Study by Ma and
Kao (1990) have found that relation between exchange rates
and stock prices differs for export vs. import dominated
countries: for export dominated countries currency appre-
ciation will have a negative impact on stock markets and
for import dominated countries (such as US) currency ap-
preciation will have positive impact on stock prices.

Solnik (1987), on the other hand, has found a negative
relation between real stock-return differentials and changes
in real exchange rates over a period 1973-1983 and only weak
positive relation over the sub-period 1979-1983. His conclu-
sions support the idea that it is anticipated real growth that
has a positive influence of the exchange rate. Malliaropulos

(1998) also reports a negative relation between international
stock return differentials and changes in real exchange rate
between US and other countries (France, Japan, and UK were
examined). Boldin (1999) has concluded from his study that
exchange rate has little effect on the general economy of the
US (as measured by the domestic firm activity) and exchange
rate rather demonstrates confidence in the US financial and
monetary systems.

It is suggested in this paper that relationship between stock
prices and exchange rate depends on the level of international
exposure. Hodder (1982) has theorized that purely domestic
firms as well as multinational firms are exposed to the ex-
change rate movements. A study by Jorion (1990) has looked
at the effect of the exchange rate on the value of US multina-
tionals and the author has reported that this relation is posi-
tively correlated with degree of foreign involvement for mul-
tinational corporations, but it did not matter for domestic firms.

The critiques of the previous studies attribute the apparent
contradictions of the outcomes to the deficiencies in the pro-
posed models. Solnik (1987) points to a poor quality of mac-
roeconomic data, and Lucas (1982) critiques the absence of
business cycle effects and assumed absence of production.

The view of the data suggests that the relation between
exchange rates and stock prices is changing over time, with
strong either positive or negative relation over sub-periods of
time with distinct reversion points. Looking at Figure 1, that
graphs Dow Jones Industrial Average Index as a proxy for
stock prices against Exchange Rate over a time period 1973-
1998,3 periods of are easily identifiable: 1973-1985 period
with very strong positive relation, followed by 1985-1995
period with negative relation and reversing back to positive



Figure 1
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relation in 1995-1998 period. 1973 was chosen as a starting
point of this research since this is a first year of flexible ex-
change rates.

The contradictions of the previous studies might be ex-
plained by the different time periods examined, given a strong
affect that a chosen time period has on the relation for the US
data. A study of the underlying factors that cause the rela-
tion between stock prices and exchange rates to reverse might
be interesting and appropriate for future research in this area.
Such an attempt has been done by Obstfeld (1985) where
the author suggests that Federal Reserve policy of monetary
growth can have strong positive effect on US currency but
at the same time ambiguous effect on stock prices.

The significance of monetary policy for both exchange rate
and level of stock prices has been theorized previously by
Dornbusch (1976), where he suggests that monetary expan-
sion will result in depreciation in the exchange rate and in-
crease in domestic prices. Short run depreciation in the ex-
change rate will exceed the depreciation in the long run due
to the fact that anticipation of the currency depreciation after
monetary increase will have an immediate effect on the ex-
change rate, while adjustment to local prices will be a slower
process. Eventually an increase in domestic prices will pull
the exchange rate to the new equilibrium.

Later Patelis (1997) has also pointt':d to the significance of
monetary policy, proposing that changes in monetary policy
change the risk structure of the economy, and, therefore, the
risk characteristics of the stocks. PateIis (1997) concludes
that monetary policy indicators can also act as stock return
indicators. Papers by Fama (1981), Ewing, Payne, and
Forbes (1998), and Domian, Gilster, and Louton (1996) also
point to the strong effect of monetary policy on the stocks.
Fama (1981) has found that in a post 1953 period stock re-
turns were negatively related to the inflation and inflation was
negatively related to the real activity in the economy. Ewing,
Payne, and Forbes (1998) reports that increase in the lending
rate and decrease in the deposit rate (rates being a proxy for
the monetary policy indicator) tend to raise the value of the

DJIA

stocks. Domian, Gilster, and Louton (1996) demonstrated
that increase in stock returns can be observed over a year
following a drop in interest rates.

It is plausible then for the future research to look at the
monetary policy as a triggering mechanism for the changing
relation between stock prices and exchange rate. Size of the
US economy and dollar's role as a major reserve currency
and medium of exchange for international transactions lead
US monetary policy to have strong influence on the rest of
the world and particularly on dollar exchange rate.

Looking at the Federal Reserve policy other the years, it
should be noted that there were some significant changes
made around the years of changing relation between exchange
rate and stock prices. There were major regulatory and leg-
islative changes in the early' 80s that affected the climate for
Federal Reserve policy (1980 Depository Institutions Dereg-
ulation and Monetary Control Act, 1982 Garn-St Germain
Depository Institutions Act, MCA provision for interest rate
ceiling to be gradually phased out). The changes lead to the
fact that relatively close link between M1 and economic ac-
tivity had been broken down, FOMC (Federal Open Market
Committee) suspended its M1 target in late 1982 and in 1983
modified its procedures for guiding reserve provisions to be
focused on measures of inflation and economic activity. In a
mid '90s there was another major shift in the way Federal
Reserve policy is conducted - in 1994 FOMC began as an
experiment issuing press releases on policy decisions the day
they were made and the procedure was formalized in 1995.
As Federal Reserve policy became readily apparent to the mar-
ket participants, Fed watchers no longer needed to provide
analysis of daily Desk activity to interpret current FOMC pol-
icy. This period, again corresponds to another major turn in
the relation between exchange rate and stock prices.

As noted by Ajayi, Friedman, and Mehdian (1998), the is-
sue of causality between the exchange rates and stock re-
turns remains largely unexplored and the direction of causal-
ity has not been rigorously established, and the direction of
dependency remains implicitly assumed. The "flow" orient-



ed models propose that changes in exchange rates dictate
changes in demand, therefore, changes in output/income of
domestic producers, and hence, the stock prices. The "stock"
oriented models, on the other hand, dictate that changes in
domestic economic activities, proxied by stock returns, lead
to changes in demand for local currency, and hence, chang-
es in exchange rates. Using Granger causality test, Ajayi,
Friedman, and Mehdian (1998) have found un i-directional
causality from stock return differentials to changes in ex-
change rates for the advanced markets, but no statistically
significant relation was detected in the case of emerging econ-
omies.

The issue of globalization in pricing of stock markets com-
plicates an issue of determining the causality relation between
stock prices and exchange rates. A study by Eun and Huang
(2003) shows that large-cap stock indices are cointegrated
across countries, and large-cap stocks are priced globally,
where as mid-cap and small-cap are not. Hameed (2003)
points to the distinction between small-cap and large-cap
stocksas well, stating that returns on small firms adjust slowly
to the information already incorporated in large firms follow-
ing the periods of market decline based on the study of Ja-
pan.

Given the size and importance of US economy, US dollar
and US monetary policy in the world economy, this paper
will concentrate on the study of the US markets. The objec-
tive of this paper is to investigate the causality relation be-
tween US stock prices and US dollar exchange rate control-
lingfor the size and intemational exposure of the sample firms.
Granger (1969) causality test is employed. The present pa-
per extends the data set used in the previous study of causal-
ity presented in Ajayi, Friedman, and Mehdian (1998). The
contribution of the paper is that it looks at the data over 1995-
1998, a period of positive relation between stock prices and
exchange rates, where as the above mentioned study used a
sampleover 1985-1991, a period of negative relation between
stock prices and exchange rate. It is important to note that
the results of this study show the same causality relation
over a period of positive relation as over a period of negative
relation. In addition, this study contributes to the existing
literature in that it controls for the effect of size and interna-
tional exposure of sample firms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents data and methodology, Section III presents and
discusses the results of the study and Section IV concludes.

Data and Methodology
Daily data for the period 1995-1998 were collected for the

following series. Daily nominal exchange rate index that is a
"weighted average of the foreign exchange values of the US
dollar against a subset of 10 currencies in the broad index
that circulates widely outside the country of issue" was ob-
tained from the Federal Reserve Board data base. Daily Dow
Jones Industrial Average Index values were obtained from
Dow Jones Indexes data base. Dow Jones Industrial Aver-
age is composed of 30 companies, which represent about
one fifths of the market value of all US stocks, and about one
forth of the value of stocks listed on the New York Stock

Exchange. Each company of the Dow Jones Industrial Av-
erage Index is a major player in its industry. Dow Jones
Industrial Average Index is used as a proxy for large-cap
stocks. Daily Russell 2000 Index values were obtained from
the Russell Company data base. Russell 2000 Index tracks
the stock values of the 2,000 smallest companies in the Rus-
sell 3000 Index and represents approximately 98% of the
total US equity market. Russell 2000 Index includes only
stock ofthe US domestic corporations and, therefore, is used
as a proxy for the small-cap domestic stock market.

Wednesday closing to Wednesday closing weekly averag-
es were computed and used in the data analysis in order to
avoid problems of the weekend effect and non-synchronous
trading. As noted by Hameed (2003), most of the previous
literature that looks at short-horizon stock returns uses weekly
data and it is a standard convention in the literature to com-
pute weekly averages from Wednesday close to the follow-
ing Wednesday close.

It is proposed here that (1) changes in stock prices pre-
cede changes in exchange rate; (2) the causality relation with
exchange rate, if present, is stronger for large-cap stocks
than for small-cap stocks; and (3) speed of adjustment (de-
termined as a best lag between the two variables) between
large-cap stock and exchange rate is faster than the rate of
adjustment between small-cap stock and exchange rate.

Granger causality test was identified as the appropriate
methodology for the study. The procedure employed in this
study follows that described in Granger (1969) and Hamilton
(1983). Granger causality procedure is utilized in testing
whether changes in one variable are a "cause" of changes in
another. Even though we can not talk about either changes
in stock prices or in exchange rate "causing' the changes in
the other variable, the Granger causality test is appropriate
here because it helps to determine the predictability relation
between the two variables. It is hypothesized that changes in
stock prices help to predict changes in exchange rate or in
other words, domestic macro economic changes are first
reflected at the domestic market and then through financial
contagion are picked up at the international markets and the
exchange rate. The causality relation between exchange rate
and stock prices would be more pronounced and intimate for
large-cap stocks than for small-cap stocks.

In order to establish causality in Granger sense, two tests
would have to be performed: first, Stock Index changes
help to predict Exchange Rate and, second, Exchange Rate
changes do not help to predict Stock Index changes. Lag
time has to be chosen in order to perform the test.

Data Set was tested for heteroscedasticity using Goldon-
feld Quandt test and for serial correlation using Durban Wat-
son test. The Dow Jones Industrial Average series was de-
termined to have both heteroscedasticity and serial correla-
tion and was adjusted accordingly. The Russell 2000 series
was determined to have no heteroscedasticity problem but
serial correlation only and was adjusted using auto-reg pro-
cedure. The two data series were also tested for the outliers
measures of regression diagnostics, such as RSTUDENT,
DFFIT, and DFBETAS were used, that allow us to determine



whether there are "outliers" present in a data set that have
unusually large influence on the regression modeJl .

For the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index data series 4
observations were identified as outliers, but, as the tests indi-
cate, none of those observations, if omitted from the data
set, will result in significant changes of parameter and model
estimates. For the Russell 2000 Index data series 11 obser-
vations were identified as outliers, but, again, none of those
observations, if omitted from the data set, will result in sig-
nificant changes of parameter and model estimates.

In his research, Hameed (2003) notes that there is no the-
oretical guide for determining the lag, and uses lags of 4, 12
and 26 weeks, following the previous literature. The best lag
between the Exchange Rate and the two Stock Indexes for
this study, therefore, was determined by the best adjusted R-
squared estimate of the lagged linear regressions run for the
lag periods between zero and seventeen weeks. The best lag
period for the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index and Ex-
change Rate was determined to IJe at 7 weeks and for the
Russell 2000 Index and Exchange Rate at 13 weeks, which
is consistent with the lags used in the previous literature.

In order to perform the Granger causality test, the two
sets of regressions were estimated:

First test is for Ho: changes in Stock Index do not help to
predict changes in Exchange Rate. The following regres-
sions have to be estimated:

Unrestricted Model:
L L

MR, = LaliMR,_i + L{3IiMI,-i +£1';
~l ~I

Restricted Model:
L

MR, = L a2iMR,_i + £2' .
i=1

Second test is for Ho: changes in Exchange Rate do not
help to predict changes in Stock Index. The following re-
gressions have to be estimated:

Unrestricted Model:
L L

MI, = La3iMI,_i +L {33iMR,-i + £3' ;
i=1 i=l

I RSTUDENT produces residuals for each observation when the regres-
sion line is estimated when that particular observation is omitted. It is
normalized by dividing the residual for the particular observation by the
standard error of the regression. RSTUDENT value greater than 1.96 in
absolute value for two-tailed test at 5% significance indicates that the
observation might be an outlier. RSTUDENT = e(i) / S(i).

DFBETAS measured the difference between coefficient estimate for a
particular parameter and the same coefficient estimate with particular
observation omitted. It is normalized by dividing the difference by the
standard error of the regression. The DFBET A absolute value greater
than 1.96 for two-tailed test at 5% significance level indicates that the
observation has a strong influence on the value of the measured coeffi-
cient. We can set a cut off point for the value of DFBET AS to be
concerned about the data point, for example, at 2 / NI\O.5 .

DFBETAS = (~ - ~(i» / S(i).
DFFITS measures the difference between the predicted value of the

dependent value and the predicted value when a particular observation is
omitted. It is as well standardized by dividing the difference by the stan-
dard error of the regression. DFFITS = (Y - Y(i» / S(i).

L

!::.SI, = La4i!::.SI,_i+ £4' .
i=1

Where
D.ER, - change in Exchange Rate
tlS!'_i - logged change in the Stock Index lagged i weeks
L - length of the best determined lag (7 weeks for

Dow Jones Industrial Average Index and 13
weeks for Russell 2000 Index)

cjt - random error, j = 1,2,3,4 such that cjt - N (0, 0'2)

(Xji, ~rcoefficients to be estimated,
i = 1,2, 13 (for Russell 2000 model) and
i = 1,2, 7 (for Dow Jones Model)

The test statistic is
F = (N - k)(ESSrestricted - ESSunrestricted) _ F

L(ESSunrestricted) L,N-k

Empirical Results
Based on the estimated results for equations (1) through

(4) the F-statistics were calculated to estimate the Granger
causality test. The results are reported in Table 1.

Table J
Results o/Granger Causality Tests/or DJJA -Exchange

Rate and Russell 2000 - Exchange Rate Models

Dow Jones Model Russell 2000 Model
LagL = 7 LagL= 13

F- Value (7,159) F - Value (13, 145)

Ho:MI+MR 4,099· 1,777

Ho:6ER~ML 1,139 1,215

Note: • significant at 5% level
-t Direction of Causality

The results point toward uni-directional Granger causality
for the model based on Dow Jones Industrial Average Index.
Test results are statistically significant for Granger causality
from changes in Dow Jones Index to changes in Exchange
Rate, but not for the other direction. The results for the
Russell 2000 Granger causality test are not statistically sig-
nificant for both directions.

Changes in Stock Indexed and changes in Exchange Rate
were also tested for the statistical significance of the rela-
tion. F-statistics for both tests, changes in DJIA Index as
independent variable and changes in Exchange rate as de-
pendent variable, and changes in Russell 2000 as indepen-
dent variable and changes in Exchange Rate as dependent
variable, are statistically significant. This indicates that sta-
tistically significant relation is present between changes in
both Stock Indexes and changes in Exchange Rate.

As a result of the Granger causality test, uni-directional
causation can be suggested for DJIA Index: changes in Dow
Jones Industrial Average Index help to predict changes in
Exchange Rates, but the same can not be concluded fur the
Russell 2000 Index. Even though based on Granger causal-
ity test we can not conclude that changes in Stock Prices
"cause" changes in Exchange rate, but the results of this



tests suggest that there is s strong relation present between
Stock Prices and Exchange Rate. The relation is much stron-
ger for the DnA Index than for the Russell 2000 Index.

Stock prices oflarge multinational companies have stron-
ger relation to the exchange rate as indicated by both uni-
directional causality in Granger sense and shorter lag peri-
od between changes in two variables. This is intuitively
appealing since large companies have presence abroad and
therefore their earnings will be more sensitive to the ex-
change rate fluctuations and large companies would have
heavier foreign investment into them, hence their value
would partially be determined by foreign investors, who are
also sensitive to the changes in the exchange rate. The
result is consistent with previous research that points to-
ward integration of stock and currency markets in advanced
economies (see, for example, Ajayi, Friedman, and Mehdi-
an (1998)). Domestic firms, on the other hand, even though
also affected by the same underlying variables (i.e. interest
rates, inflation, federal monetary policy), display much
weaker relation with changes in exchange rate and no cau-
sality relation in Granger sense. Again, this is intuitive since
domestic firms would have much less international exposure
for their production output and foreign capital investment.

Summary and Conclusions
This paper looks at causality relations in Granger sense

between stock price changes and exchange rate changes for
large-cap and small-cap stocks. The preliminary findings
suggest that the nature of the relationship between stock prices
and exchange rate is changing over time. Since both stock
prices and exchange rate have been identified to depend on
the same set of macroeconomic variables, including interest
rates, inflation level, federal monetary policy, it is plausible to
suggest that shifts in federal monetary policy in the US have
a strong affect on the nature of the stock prices - exchange
rate relation and it would be worth while to investigate fur-
ther. It is important to recognize the shifts in the stock pric-
es and exchange rate relation for the US, since US has tre-
mendous impact on economic activity not only domestically
but also globally.

This paper looks at the data over 1995-1998, a period of
positive relation between exchange rates and stock prices,
controlling for the size and international exposure of the
stocks. The results indicate that large companies' market is
well integrated with exchange rate market and has uni-direc-
tional causality from stock price changes to changes in ex-
change rates. At the same time there is no statistically signif-
icant causality relation exists between changes in prices of
small-cap stocks and exchange rates. These findings (Granger
causality from DJIA Index changes to exchange rate chang-
es and presence of strong causality relation only for large-
cap firms) supports the "stock" oriented models, where chang-
es in domestic economic activities, proxied by stock returns,
lead to changes in demand for local currency, and hence,
changes in exchange rates.

The results are interesting in that they point to the fact that
global integration might be confined primarily to the large
multi-national corporations. Since most of the previous re-

search looks at the stock indexes that track the largest eco-
nomical players in domestic and global environment, the lev-
el of global market integration and contagion might be dictat-
ed by the financial health of the large-cap firms. Also, pre-
liminary results point to the importance of the US federal
monetary policy in the global integration.
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